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How is Your Beef Raised? Wisconsin  
Producers Instill Confidence with BQA 
 
 
 A program designed to help raise the quality bar for Wisconsin beef production is also helping improve 

consumer confidence in how beef reaches the table. The Beef Quality Assurance (BQA) program is a beef industry-

sponsored initiative that enhances beef production practices throughout the beef life cycle while providing consumers 

with assurances they want about how that beef is raised. 

 BQA is a nationally coordinated and state implemented program that provides honest and straightforward 

information to both U.S. beef producers and consumers about the husbandry techniques used to raise cattle today. 

These common sense techniques are based on accepted scientific knowledge.  

 The concept is simple and sincere: when the beef that reaches the supermarket is better quality, consumers are 

more confident in the beef they buy. And when better quality cows leave the farm and reach the marketplace, everyone 

in the chain – the producer, the packer and the consumer – all benefit. 

 The program includes practices that touch every stage of the beef production chain, from cattle raising to 

transportation, both with traditional beef and dairy animals. The practices address real and potential beef safety issues, 

and emphasize good record keeping and protecting herd health with proper use of pharmaceutical products. 

 Conducted through state-administered coordinators, BQA is designed to meet the needs of producers in each 

state. However, BQA manuals produced at the national level provide a framework for program consistency. The program 

is supported by the Beef Checkoff Program, a national $1-per-head assessment on the sale of beef animals. 

 BQA is widely accepted in the beef industry and provides an adopted routine throughout most of the beef 

industry. In fact, it’s estimated that about 90 percent of the cattle being raised for beef today are produced under BQA 

management principles. 

 


